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Chapel 12/12/63

guarantee of life or peace under the communist dictatorship, because you never

know when for a reason that is not your fault at all they may come and knowck at

the door at three o'clock in the morning and you are secretly carried off, tor4'tured,

mistØ'reated, and perhaps not even know for two or three years what is the false

change that has been alid against you. I will give / you a wonderful statements

about peace. But they are statements which ''we can rest upon as the prediction of
as

what Ges God is going to do, and in no sense it should be taken to be/what we

should try to de- in our day to ti'n- bring ±e- to an end wars without first tr-yg

having the justice t1&t- in its absolute necessity for a condition of peace. The

communist propagand ply has been extremely successful in this country.
go off to

A communist s+iut our President, and the - Announced that- -&)Et-*eme-

-wt4-wg.- ... what they call an extreme right.., which I suppose means

all who (13.75) under communist domination. Tee- They

have been extremely successful with their propaganda. I was most disgusted about three
to read an article

years ago/in Time magazine about a man / in North Carolina who had died during
was told in

the World War II. What,'he Tint magazine was 6 how this man when the German

were driven back out of France, he was standing on the back of the- a
was

tank which ,lnoving forward -r&*41y- to the Germans who were rapidly retreating,

and the Time says, they came to a river, and there the Germans rushed te-the-- and
a for

crossed the river, acrossed the- a bridge, and they prepared t-he--brdige/going up

and they were just about teady to it up, and the French people in the town

acrossed the river, -afld- succeseeeded to-ge--t-p-the-- in going up the

bridge before the Americans got there. That means their town was to be

Many were of the civilizans ec,kil1ed, and many of them were terribly injured.

Their houses & re completely gone. But to their surprise, they saw
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